Boosting algorithms enjoy large popularity due to their high predictive accuracy on a wide array of datasets. In this article, we argue that it is important to distinguish between three types of statistical boosting algorithms: gradient and Newton boosting as well as a hybrid variant of the two. To date, both researchers and practitioners often do not discriminate between these boosting variants. We compare the different boosting algorithms on a wide range of real and simulated datasets for various choices of loss functions using trees as base learners. In addition, we introduce a novel tuning parameter for Newton boosting. We find that Newton boosting performs substantially better than the other boosting variants for classification, and that the novel tuning parameter is important for predictive accuracy.
Introduction
Boosting refers to a type of classification and regression algorithms that enjoy large popularity due to their excellent predictive accuracy on a wide range of datasets. The first boosting algorithms for classification, including the well known AdaBoost algorithm, were introduced by Schapire [1990] , Freund and Schapire [1995] , and Freund et al. [1996] . Later, several authors [Breiman, 1998 , Mason et al., 2000 , Friedman, 2001 introduced the statistical view of boosting as a stagewise optimization approach. In particular, first introduced boosting algorithms which iteratively optimize Bernoulli and multinomial likelihoods for binary and multiclass classification using Newton updates. Further, Friedman [2001] presented gradient descent based boosting algorithms for both regression and classification tasks with general loss functions. See Schapire [2003] , Bühlmann and Hothorn [2007] , Schapire and Freund [2012] , Mayr et al. [2014a] , and Mayr et al. [2014b] for reviews on boosting algorithms in both the machine learning and statistical literature.
As we argue in Section 2, there exist broadly speaking two different approaches of statistical boosting for iteratively finding a minimizer in a function space: one that is based on stagewise first-order gradient descent updates and one that is based on a secondorder Newton-Raphson updates. We denote these two approaches by gradient boosting and Newton boosting. In addition, one can combine gradient with Newton updates by learning a part of the parameters with a gradient step and the remaining parameters with a Newton step. In particular, if trees are used as base learners, one can learn the structure of the trees using a gradient step and the leaves using Newton updates. This approach is denoted by hybrid gradient-Newton boosting in the following.
In both research and practice, the distinction between gradient and Newton boosting is often not made thereby implicitly assuming that the difference is not important. For instance, several recent articles [e.g., Ke et al., 2017 , Ponomareva et al., 2017 do not distinguish between gradient and Newton boosting, and one has to assume that gradient boosting with potentially Newton updates for tree leaves is used. To the best of our knowledge, a systematic comparison between gradient, Newton, and hybrid gradient-Newton boosting has not been done so far. The L K TreeBoost algorithm of Friedman [2001] is compared in Friedman [2001] with K-class LogitBoost of for classification with five classes in a simulation study for one type of random functions. In our terminology, L K TreeBoost is a version of hybrid gradient-Newton boosting and K-class LogitBoost corresponds to Newton boosting for the Bernoulli likelihood. Friedman [2001] finds that the algorithms perform "nearly the same" with "LogitBoost perhaps having a slight advantage". In addition, it is mentioned that "it is likely that when the shrinkage parameter is carefully tuned for each of the three methods [L K TreeBoost, K-class LogitBoost, Ad-aBoost], there would be little performance differential between them." Similarly, Bühlmann and Hothorn [2007] state that for gradient boosting "an additional line search ... seems unnecessary for achieving a good estimator." For trees as base learners, the additional line search is often done for each leaf separately by using a Newton step [Friedman, 2001] . This means that the line search then corresponds to what we denote as hybrid gradient-Newton boosting; see Section 2.1.3 for more details. In this article, we present evidence that is not in line with these statements. In particular, we find that for classification, Newton boosting performs substantially better than both gradient boosting and hybrid gradient-Newton boosting with trees as base learners. Further, we also find that hybrid gradient-Newton boosting has usually better predictive accuracy than gradient boosting.
The main goal of this article is to clarify the distinction between gradient and Newton boosting and to show that the difference between these approaches matters. In addition, we introduce a novel tuning parameter for Newton boosting with trees as base learners in Section 2. We argue that this equivalent number of weighted samples per leaf parameter is a natural tuning parameter and show that it is important for predictive accuracy. We first present the different boosting algorithms in a unified framework in Section 2, and then empirically compare their performance on a large set of popular real datasets in Section 3 and in a simulation study in Section 4. In doing so, we use regression trees [Breiman et al., 1984] as base learners as these are the most widely adopted base learners for prediction tasks in practice [Ridgeway, 2017 , Pedregosa et al., 2011 , Chen and Guestrin, 2016 , Meng et al., 2016 , Ke et al., 2017 , Ponomareva et al., 2017 .
We note that, originally, boosting and, in particular, AdaBoost was motivated differently from the currently adopted statistical view of boosting as a stagewise optimization procedure. Although there is some debate on whether the statistical view of boosting helps to understand the success of AdaBoost Wyner, 2008, Wyner et al., 2017] , we focus on statistical boosting in this article mainly because it provides a unified framework which allows for generalizing boosting to the regression setting or any other suitable loss function.
2 The statistical view of boosting: three approaches for stage-
wise optimization
In this section, we present the statistical view of boosting as finding the minimizer of a risk functional in a function space using a stagewise, or greedy, optimization approach. We distinguish between gradient and Newton boosting as wells as a hybrid version.
Beforehand, we note that for some loss functions such as the squared error, the least absolute deviation (LAD), or other quantile regression loss functions, and the Huber loss, there is no difference between these three approaches since the second derivative is either zero or constant. Further, if a loss function is not P-almost everywhere twice differentiable in its second argument, Newton boosting and also hybrid gradient-Newton boosting is not applicable. However, the majority of commonly used loss functions are twice differentiable.
See Appendix A for a selection of loss functions that we consider in this article.
Population versions
We assume that there is a response variable Y ∈ R and a vector of predictor variables X ∈ R p . Our goal is to predict the response variable using the predictor variables. We assume that (Y, X) are random variables on R × R p where both the distribution of X and the conditional distribution Y |X are absolutely continuous with respect to either the Lebesgue measure, a counting measure, or a mixture of both. In particular, this covers both regression and classification tasks or mixtures of the two such as Tobit regression [Sigrist and Hirnschall, 2017] .
The goal of boosting is to find a minimizer F * of the risk R(F ) which is defined as the expected loss
where L(Y, F ) is an appropriately chosen loss function. The first major assumption of boosting is that F lies in the span of a set of so called weak or base learners. In other words, F (·) ∈ Ω S , where Ω S = span(S) and S is a set of base learners f j : R p → R. This means that F * is given by
For notational simplicity, we often denote a function F (·) shortly by F in the following. We further assume that Ω S is a subspace of a Hilbert space with inner product ·, · given by
If the risk R(F ) is convex in F , then (2) is a convex optimization problem since Ω S is also convex.
The second major assumption of boosting is that F * can be found in a stagewise way by sequentially adding an update f m to the current estimate F m−1 ,
such that the risk is minimized
This minimization can often not be done analytically and, consequently, an approximation has to be used.
Different boosting algorithms vary in the way the minimization in (4) is done, the loss function L used in (1), and in the choice of base learners f j ∈ S. Concerning loss functions, popular choices include, for instance, the squared loss L(y, F ) = (y − F ) 2 /2 for regression with y ∈ R or the negative log-likelihood −yF + log 1 + e F of a binomial model with a logistic link function for binary classification with y ∈ {0, 1}. Under appropriate regularity assumptions, one can use the negative log-likelihood of any statistical model as loss function:
where f F,θ (y) is the density of Y given X with respect to some reference measure, F is linked to a possibly transformed parameter of this density, and θ are additional parameters. This can also easily be extended to let more than one parameter depend on several different functions F 1 , . . . , F p . See Appendix A for various examples of loss functions obtained in this way.
Concerning base learners, regression trees [Breiman et al., 1984] are the most frequently used choice. Other potential base learners include splines or linear functions [Bühlmann and Hothorn, 2007] . In this article, we focus on trees:
where s : R p → {1, . . . , J}, w ∈ R J , and J ∈ N denotes the number of terminal nodes, or leaves, of the tree f (x). The multivalued indicator function s represents the structure of the tree, i.e., the partition of the space R p , and w contains the values of the leaves. As in Breiman et al. [1984] , we assume that the partition of the space made by s is a binary tree where each cell in the partition is a rectangle of the form
For finding an update in (3), either a form of gradient descent, the Newton method [Saberian et al., 2011] , or a hybrid variant is used to obtain an approximate solution to the minimization problem in (4). In the following, we briefly describe these approaches.
Gradient boosting
Assuming that R(F ) is Gâteau differentiable for all F ∈ Ω S , we denote the Gâteau derivative by
Gradient boosting then works by choosing f m as the minimizer of a first order Taylor approximation with a penalty on the norm of the base learner:
Note that we add the penalty 0.5 f, f since the functions f are not necessarily normed
and f, f is not constant.
If we assume that L(Y, F ) is differentiable in F for P-almost all X and that this derivative is integrable with respect to the measure of (Y, X), then due to Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, dR(F m−1 , f ) is given by
where g m (Y, X) denotes the gradient of the loss function L(Y, F ) with respect to F at the current estimate F m−1 :
,
where the gradient g m (Y, X) is defined in (6) and h m (Y, X) is the Hessian of L(Y, F ) with
The last line in Equation (9) shows that f m is the weighted L 2 approximation to negative ratio of the gradient over the Hessian − gm(Y,X) hm(Y,X) where the weights are given by the second derivative h m (Y, X).
If the following expression is well defined for P-almost all X, we can again calculate the point-wise minimizer of (9) as:
Hybrid gradient-Newton boosting
A hybrid variant of gradient and Newton boosting is obtained by first learning part of the parameters of the base learners using a gradient step and the remaining part using a Newton update. For instance, for trees as bases learners, the structure s of a tree is learned using a gradient update:
and then, conditional on this, one finds the weights w using a Newton step:
Note that the update step in (3) is sometimes presented in the form
where ρ m is found by doing an additional line-search ρ m = argmin ρ∈R R e (F m−1 + ρf m ). We are not considering this approach explicitly here since, first, we assume that the set of base learners S is rich enough to include not just normalized base learners but base learners of any norm and, second, the line-search often cannot be done analytically and a second-order Taylor approximation is used instead, which then corresponds to a Newton step. I.e., this case is essentially a version of hybrid gradient-Newton or Newton boosting.
Sample versions
In the following, we assume that we observe a sample of n data points (y i , x i ), i = 1, . . . , n, and approximate the risk R(F ) in (1) with the empirical risk R e (F ):
For gradient boosting, the sample version of (7) can be written as
where g m,i is the gradient of the loss function for observation i
.
This means that the stagewise minimizer f m can be found as the least squares approximation to the negative gradient −g m,i .
Similarly, the sample version of the Newton update in (9) is given by
where h m,i is the Hessian of the loss function for observation i:
I.e., f m can be found as the weighted least squares approximation to the ratio of the negative gradient over the Hessian − g m,i h m,i with weights given by h m,i . The sample version of the hybrid gradient-Newton algorithm first finds the structure s of a tree using a gradient step:
and then determines the weights w using a Newton step:
Tuning parameters and regularization
It has been empirically observed that damping the update in (3) results in increased predictive accuracy. This means that the update in (3) is replaced with
where ν is a shrinkage parameter. The main tuning parameters of boosting algorithms are then the number of boosting iterations M and the shrinkage parameter ν. These tuning parameters and also the ones for the base learners presented in the following can be chosen by minimizing a performance measure on a validation dataset, by cross-validation, or using an appropriate model selection criterion. parameter is important for predictive accuracy. In more detail, we propose the following approach.
For gradient boosting or hybrid gradient-Newton boosting, every data point has a weight of one when learning the structure of a tree. Motivated by this, we first normalize the
such that the sum of all normalized weightsw m,i equals the number of data points n. We then interpret the sum of all normalized weights i∈L jw m,i as the equivalent number of weighted data points per leaf L j , and require that this is larger than a certain constant S:
The constant S is considered as a tuning parameter analogous to the minimum number of sampler per leaf in gradient boosting.
To the best of our knowledge, the only other software that implements Newton boosting is XGBoost [Chen and Guestrin, 2016] . XGBoost handles this tuning parameter differently by requiring that the sum of all raw weights h m,i per leaf is larger than a certain constant which is by default one 1 . According to the authors, the motivation for this is that for linear regression, "this simply corresponds to minimum number of instances needed to be in each node" 2 . We argue that this is not an optimal choice for the following two reasons.
First, the second derivative h m,i of the loss function of a linear regression model with
Gaussian noise only equals one if the noise variance σ 2 is one. Otherwise, the Hessian h m,i equals σ −2 . I.e., the analogy to the linear regression case does not hold true in general. In contrast, our proposed normalized weightsw m,i do indeed equal one for the linear regression case no matter what the noise variance is, and thus the sum of normalized weights i∈L jw m,i equals the number of samples per leaf for the linear regression model. Second, as we show in our empirical study on both real and simulated datasets, the minimal sum of raw weights i∈L j h m,i is a parameter that is difficult to tune in practice, and we obtain inferior predictive accuracy for the large majority of datasets. Related to this, the sum of normalized weightsw m,i can be interpreted as the equivalent number of weighted samples per leaf, and one has good intuition concerning reasonable choices for this, which do not depend on the size of the data n. For the sum of raw weights, this is not the case.
In addition to the above presented tuning parameters, which all perform in varying degrees a form of regularization, one can add further regularization parameters such as L1 and/or L2 penalties on the tree weights, or an L0 penalty on the number of leaves. Finally, boosting algorithms can also be made stochastic [Friedman, 2002] by (sub-)sampling data points in each boosting iteration and variables in the tree algorithm as it is done for random forests. For the sake of simplicity, we are not considering these additional regularization options in this article.
Software implementations
The methodology presented in this article, i.e., gradient, Newton, and hybrid gradient-Newton boosting for the loss functions listed in Appendix A is implemented in Python and openly available on github as a fork of scikit-learn 3 . Current statistical and machine learning software implementations for boosting use algorithms with either gradient descent updates, Newton updates, or a hybrid form of the two minimization methods. For instance, the R package 'gbm' [Ridgeway, 2007 [Ridgeway, , 2017 and the Python library 'scikit-learn' [Pedregosa et al., 2011] follow the approach of Friedman [2001] and use gradient descent steps for finding the structures of trees with Newton updates for the tree leaves for loss functions that are two-times differentiable. Despite the name 'eXtreme Gradient Boosting', 'XGBoost' [Chen and Guestrin, 2016] uses Newton boosting with Newton steps for finding both the tree structure and the tree leaves. The R package 'mboost' [Hothorn et al., 2010] uses gradient boosting. In addition to trees, it also supports linear functions and splines as base learners. Other recent implementations such as 'LightGBM' [Ke et al., 2017] , 'TF Boosted Trees' [Ponomareva et al., 2017] and 'Spark MLLib' [Meng et al., 2016] , do not explicitly mention in their companion articles [Ke et al., 2017 , Ponomareva et al., 2017 or in their online documentation 4 whether gradient descent or Newton updates are used in the stagewise boosting updates. Since Friedman [2001] is referenced in Ke et al. [2017] and Ponomareva et al. [2017] , we assume that they use the hybrid gradient boosting approach of Friedman [2001] with Newton updates for the leaves.
Numerical stability and computational cost
As was already observed by for the LogitBoost algorithm, numerical stability can be an issue for Newton boosting. For LogitBoost, i.e., Newton boosting for a
Bernoulli likelihood with a logistic link function, propose two steps for coping with this. First, they bound the ratio − g m,i h m,i such that it lies within [−z max , z max ] with z max ∈ [2, 4]. And second, they enforce a lower threshold on the second derivatives h m,i such that they are always strictly positive. In our experience, the first step is not necessary since in cases where g m,i h m,i is indeed large, this is only happens for the first few iterations and, subsequently, as the algorithm converges these values are small. The second point, on the other hand, is important, and we also enforce a lower bound on h m,i at 10 −20 in our implementation of Newton boosting. We have found that the exact value of this lower bound is not important as long as it is small enough.
Concerning computational cost, the main cost of a boosting algorithm with trees as base learners result from growing the regression trees [Ke et al., 2017] . Consequently, the differences in computational times are marginal for the three versions of boosting presented in this article. Tree boosting implementations that are designed to scale to large data use some computational tricks when growing trees, see e.g. Chen and Guestrin [2016] .
Application and comparison on real data
In the following, we compare the three different boosting algorithms presented in the previous section on several real datasets. In addition, to Newton boosting with our novel equivalent number of weighted samples per leaf tuning parameter as described in Equation (14), we also use Newton boosting as implemented in XGBoost for which the sum of Hessians in each leaf acts as tuning parameter (so called 'min child weight' parameter) 5 . See Section 2.3 for a discussion on this.
We consider the following datasets: insurance, adult, bank, (breast) cancer, ijcnn, ionosphere, titanic, sonar, car, covtype, digits, glass, letter, satimage, smartphone, usps. Poisson regression is used for the insurance dataset, and for all other datasets, binary or multiclass classification is used. The insurance dataset is obtained from Kaggle 6 . The covtype, ijcnn, and usps datasets are LIBSVM datasets 7 . All other datasets are obtained from the UCI Machine Learning Repository 8 . A summary of the datasets can be found in Table 1 .
If a dataset contains categorical predictor variables, these are converted to binary dummy variables using one-hot encoding.
In order to quantify variability in the results, we use bootstrap [Efron and Tibshirani, 1994] by drawing random samples with replacement from the original data. We then split the data into three equally sized datasets: training, validation, and test data. Learning is done on the training data, tuning parameters are estimated on the validation data, and model comparison is done on the test data. For the two largest datasets (ijcnn and covtype) we limit the size of the training, validation, and test data to 20000 data points. This is done for computational reasons. We note that there are various strategies in order that tree based boosting scales to large data, see e.g. Chen and Guestrin [2016] helps to reduce the variability in the results. The number of bootstrap iterations is 100 for datasets with less than 1500 samples (less than 500 training points), 20 for datasets with a size between 1500 and 7500 (number of training points between 500 and 2500), and 10 for datasets with more than 7500 samples (more than 2500 training points).
Concerning tuning parameters, we select the number of boosting iterations M from {1, 2, . . . , 1000}, the learning rate ν from {1, 10 −1 , 10 −2 , 10 −3 }, and the minimum number of samples per leaf from {1, 5, 25, 100}. For Newton boosting with our novel tuning parameter, the latter corresponds to the equivalent number of weighted samples in Equation (14), and for the XGBoost implementation, the minimum sum of Hessians per leaf is used. Tuning parameters are chosen in each bootstrap iteration such that they minimize the out-ofsample negative log-likelihood on the validation data. The maximal tree size is set to 5 for all methods. Having one tuning parameter less means less variability in the results, and fixing the maximal tree size allows for a fairer comparison since all methods then use the same degree of interaction. However, we have also tried setting this parameter to 3, 8, and changing this parameter. In Figure 1 , we show the results. We use the out-of-sample negative log-likelihood on the test data to compare the different methods. The reason why we use the log-likelihood and not the error rate for classification tasks is that the log-likelihood contains more information, e.g., on margins, and it is less affect by small changes in predicted probabilities in cases where the predicted probabilities are close to equal for several classes. However, the results are very similar when using error rates; see below and Appendix C where we also report the results when using error rates. The red rhombi in Figure 1 represent the means over all bootstrap simulations. In addition, we use boxplots to visualize variability in the results over the different bootstrap iterations. In Figure 2 , we also show log-likelihoods relative to the best method for each bootstrap run.
We observe substantial differences in the performance of the different methods. In particular, we find that Newton boosting is the best method for all classification datasets.
The differences in the methods are particularly striking for several multiclass classification datasets. In addition, Newton boosting with the new equivalent number of weighted samples parameter performs substantially better than the XGBoost variant of Newton boosting with a minimal sum of Hessians parameter. Interestingly, we find that the XGBoost implementation performs also worse than both gradient and hybrid gradient-Newton boosting for the majority of datasets. The latter no longer holds true when we are not tuning the minimum number of samples per leaf parameter; see below and Appendix B. For the Poisson regression dataset (insurance), we observe that hybrid as well as Newton boosting perform equally well and clearly better than gradient boosting.
To investigate whether the differences are significant, we additionally report in Table 2 the results for different bootstrap iterations. For all datasets, we find significant differences among the different boosting methods. Further, for thirteen out of fourteen classification data sets, we observe that Newton boosting is significantly better at the 5% level than hybrid gradient-Newton boosting, which is the next best competitor. These results are the more remarkable given the relatively small number of bootstrap iterations and the resulting low power of tests.
In Appendix B in Figures 5 and 6 and Table 4 , we also report the results when the minimum number of samples per leaf parameter is not tuned and simply set to the default value. I.e., for gradient and hybrid gradient-Newton boosting, the minimum number of samples per leaf is one, for Newton boosting with our proposed choice in (14), we set the minimum equivalent number of weighted samples per leaf to one, and for the XGBoost implementation, we set the minimum sum of Hessians to its default value, i.e., also one.
The overall picture is very similar: Newton boosting is generally the best method also when the default value is used for the minimum number of samples, or the equivalent number of weighted samples, parameter. Overall, the performance gain of Newton boosting compared to gradient and hybrid gradient-Newton boosting is even slightly larger than when also tuning the minimum number of samples per leaf parameter. Further, Newton boosting with out novel minimum number of weighted samples per leaf parameter at the default value also clearly outperforms XGBoost with the sum of Hessians parameter at the default value.
As mentioned, we also report in Appendix C in Figures 7 and 8 and Table 5 the results when using error rates on the test sets instead of the negative log-likelihood for the classification datasets. The results are very similar compared to when using the negative log-likelihoods. For several datasets (e.g., ijcnn, digits, letter, smartphone, usps), the average relative accuracy gain of Newton boosting compared to the other boosting variants is quite large in the area of 10% to 20%.
Simulation study
In the following, we also compare the performance of the different boosting approaches on simulated data for both classification and regression. Concerning regression, we consider two extensions of generalized linear models [McCullagh and Nelder, 1989] : boosted Poisson and Gamma regression. For classification, we consider both binary and multiclass classification. In addition, we consider the boosted Tobit model, which can be considered as a hybrid regression-classification model; see Sigrist and Hirnschall [2017] . See Appendix A for more details on these models.
For Poisson and Gamma regression as well as the boosted Tobit model, we use the functions 'make friedman1' and 'make friedman3' available in scikit-learn and introduced in Friedman [1991] and Breiman [1996] for simulating mean functions. They are given by F (X) = 10 sin(πX 1 X 2 ) + 20(X 3 − 0.5) 2 + 10X 3 + 5X 4 (' f1'),
where X = (X 1 , . . . , X 10 ) , X j ∼ U nif (0, 1), and
where X = (X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 ) with X 1 ∼ U nif (0, 100), X 2 ∼ U nif (40π, 560π), X 3 ∼ U nif (0, 1), X 4 ∼ U nif (1, 11) .
In contrast to the original function of Friedman [1991] , we multiply the Friedman#3 function by 5 and add 0.2. The former is done in order that the function also contains larger values and the latter in order that all values are positive. We denote these two functions by the suffixes ' f1' and ' f3' in the following. In addition, we also consider the following mean function introduced by Ridgeway [1999] :
F (X) = exp 2 sin(3X 1 + 5X 2 1 ) − 2 sin(3(X 2 + 0.1) + 5(X 2 + 0.1) 2 ) (' r'),
where X = (X 1 , X 2 ) , X j ∼ U nif (0, 1). We denote this function by the suffix ' r' in the following.
For Gamma regression, we choose γ = 10 and consider this as a known parameter.
We note that XGBoost only supports Gamma regression for γ = 1. However, this slight miss-specification seems to have no detrimental impact as our results below show. For the Tobit model, we use σ = 1 and also consider this as a known parameter. Further, we set the lower and upper censoring thresholds y l and y u in such a way that approximately one third of all data points are lower and upper censored. Tobit regression is currently not supported in XGBoost and, consequently, no comparison can be done in this case.
For classification, we use the scikit-learn function 'make classification', which simulates from an algorithm that is adapted from Guyon [2003] and was designed to generate the 'Madelon' dataset. We use this for both simulating binary data and a multiclass data with 5 classes. We use 10 (informative) features and no redundant and repeated features;
see Guyon [2003] for more details. These two datasets are denoted by 'bin classif' as well as 'multi classif' in the following. In addition, we simulate binary data according to the following specification introduced by :
Y |X ∼ Bernoulli(p), p = 1 + e −F (X) −1 ,
X ∼ N (0, I 10 ).
I.e., X follows a ten dimensional multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean zero and identity covariance matrix. This data is denoted by 'bin classif fht' in the following. Finally, we also simulate multiclass data with 5 classes according to the following specification used by :
where the thresholds t k are chosen such that the labels are approximately equally distributed among the different classes. We denote this simulated data by 'multi classif fht'. we observe only small differences among the different boosting methods, and there is no method that is consistently better than the other approaches.
We also redo the simulations by using smaller data sets. I.e., we sample 100 times 500 independent data points as training, validation, and test data from the same data generating processes as described above. The results from this are reported in Appendix D in Figures 9 and 10 as well as Table 6 . In this case, we also find that Newton boosting has significantly better predictive accuracy on all classification datasets. For the regression tasks, there are again only small differences among the different boosting methods, but Newton boosting performs best in six out of nine datasets.
Conclusions
We compare gradient and Newton boosting as well as a hybrid variant of the two with trees as base learners on a wide range of real and simulated datasets. In addition, we introduce a novel tuning parameter for Newton boosting, which arises naturally as the analog to the minimum number of samples per leaf in gradient boosting with trees as base learners. Our relatively small differences among the methods. We must note, though, that our study on regression models with loss functions with non-trivial second derivatives, such as Poisson approaches do indeed show the same predictive accuracy in general for regression models.
Further, future research should also shed light on the reason why Newton boosting performs better than gradient and hybrid gradient-Newton boosting with trees as base learners.
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